PROPOSAL OF GOWN RENTALS FOR CONFIRMATION
PRESENTATION/FIRST VISIT
We will do a presentation of our services to the parent council or parents of confirmation pupils to
detail our proposal for the use of gowns at confirmation.
We will bring along a sample gown for viewing.
SECOND VISIT
We will measure the children if necessary. We will keep the measurement time to one hour at
most. Should the school decide to do the sizing, we will provide a list of the measurements with a
diagram of how the measurements should be taken.
THIRD VISIT
We will deliver all the gowns before the confirmation ceremony and each gown will be individually
named for easy identification at the distribution before the ceremony.

The Times of theses visits are at the Schools Discretion.
The gown is cream in colour and is full length. We supply 19 different lengths labelled from 42” to
60” a stole is also supplied with the gown. This stole is embroidered with a “come holy spirit” logo
and is available in 5 different colours – red, brown, royal blue, green and navy in order to to match
school colours as closely as possible.
ADVANTAGES OF WEARING GOWNS FROM PARENTS AND SCHOOL PERSPECTIVE
The Confirmation is hassle free for parents as it is cheaper than buying clothes that conform to
confirmation standards, and the children can wear the clothes they are more comfortable in and
happier wearing.
It is cheaper than School Uniforms as most parents will have to buy brand new Uniforms just for
the day or spend money on repairing the uniforms.
All the children look the same at the altar
Makes the confirmation photograph unique
The Colour of the stole can be the same colour as the school uniform if desired
If more than one school is making there confirmation in the one church, the different colour stoles
will help distinguish the different schools from one another.
Each gown is supplied to the exact length that the confirmation pupil requires – be it a very tall
child or a very small child – the gown will be supplied to come to their shoes

